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The Journal of Pharmacology and Therapeutic Research is an open access, peer reviewed journal that focuses on the interdisciplinary research offering therapeutic solutions to various neurological, genetics, psychological, and respiratory issues affecting the human beings.

Aim and the scope were on novel therapeutic solutions to the public health challenges that may arise due to Pulmonary Fibrosis, Aging, Neuroinflammation and Neurodegenerative Diseases. The journal thus encourages research on therapeutic methods by including research on Pharmacogenomics, Pharmacogenetics, Pharmacology of Tissue Repair and Regeneration, Pharmacotherapeutics. It prominently discusses about the drugs such as Anti-Inflammatory Activity, Anti-diarrhoeal Activity, Signal Transduction and Receptor Pharmacology, Psychopharmacology, Neuropharmacology, Neuroendocrinology, and Regenerative Therapy. The journal also publishes research on Drug Monitoring, Schizophrenia/Drug, Antipsychotic Agents/Administration & Dosage, and Risperidone/Pharmacokinetics.

It will focus on research institutes and also encourages scientists so that the global readers can easily get beneficiary regarding research innovative thoughts and also this journal follows all social networking systems to find latest information through worldwide.

The determination of hypertension in adulthood is built when the middle of or extra systolic and diastolic blood pressure (BP) assessments on at least two following measurements are above 90 and 140 mmHg [1]. Its early identification and management may inhibit many critical complexities such as Angina pectoris, MI, heart failure and kidney diseases [2]. With the most significant risk elements for hypertension is elevated serum lipids specially serum cholesterol [3]. It is founded that unusual higher status of homocysteine in the blood is intensely connected to a raise hazard of vascular heart diseases as it may damage the lining of the vascular and afford to clotting of the blood by producing endothelial damage accompanied by platelet stimulation and thrombus generations [4,5]. Homocysteine was a sulphur-holding amino acid created throughout the metabolic process of methionine whom may be detected in meats and milk products, thus high dietary intake of such milk may lead to the over generation of homocysteine [6].

Pharmacology was completely deals with the receptors and receptor targeting sites these will help in the discovery of new drug molecules and also the pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic studies of these molecules were studied by doing research on it for discovering a new drugs and it also studies the biological activity, mechanism, therapeutic uses and also side effects of drugs was known.
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